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Civil entrapped evidence collection is a controversial topic in the area of civil 
procedure. On one hand，some civil activities like dimension authority of intellectual 
property， civil entrapped evidence collection can effectively make up for the 
disadvantage of the traditional collection means which is difficult to obtain the proof 
of copyright infringement， thus to protect the legitimate rights of their owner 
forcibly，and maintain the order of the market economy goes normally and orderly. 
On the other hand，a series of legal value conflicts which caused by the civil 
entrapped evidence collection ， for example ， the conflicts with faith and the 
principle of fairness. The law and the judicial questions the legality of the collection 
and the weight of the evidence.  Even though the civil entrapped evidence collection 
has been found in Chinese judicial practice，but we didn’t establish a corresponding 
legal system presently. I think this evidence collection is a legal and reasonable means 
to safeguard rights under the law in force. What is more，it is a necessary remedy 
manner privately. Our country should set up the legal system. The paper tries to 
discussion on the legal definition，the legal value and the effect，and discussion on 
the competency of the entrapped evidence with the point of illegal evidence 
exclusion，then attempt to build a complete and concrete frame. 
The article has been divided into four parts：The comparison between the civil 
entrapped evidence collection and the criminal entrapped evidence collection goes 
first ， and the differences between two different collections as ‘ providing 
opportunity’and‘malicious inducing’，also includes the comprehensive concrete 
definition of the civil one according to the definition and comparison. In the second 
part， elaborating the legal value conflicts which caused by the civil entrapped 
evidence collection， and comparing the value choice and interest measurement 
between the collection with faith principle， fairness procedures principle，order 
safeguard and fighting against the tort. And then analyze the value orientation and the 
legitimacy and rationality of the collection. In the third parts ， from three 














collection，and discuss the evidence ability of ‘entrapment evidence ’from the 
point of the illegal evidence exclusion，and then confirm the evidence is admissible 
in the judicial examination. In the forth part，I will make a tentative plan of the 
construction frame，procedures design，and the safeguard measurement of Chinese 
civil entrapped evidence collection. 
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